ART. 293]
LAPLACE'S FUNCTIONS.
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function of the nth order. Let Pn be the Legendre's function having (0', 0') for it* axis, so that Pn is a symmetrical function of (0, 0) and (0', 0'); Art. 285. Multiply-both sides of the equation by Pn and integrate over the whole surface of the unit,
sphere; then by Art. 289                                   JJ/(0, 0) Pnd/*J0=^~^ Fn',
where Yn' is the value of 7n when (0', 0') have been written for (0, 0). When the-integration on the left-hand side has been effected, the result will be a known function of 0', 0' only. Since 0', 0' are arbitrary we can replace them by 0, 0 and. thus the form of Yn has been found.
Laplace's expansion is an extension to two independent variables of Fourier's: expansion of a function of one variable in a series of sines and cosines of its, multiples, and like that theorem is subject to limitations. The process of expansion, given above is not in any way a proof, it is to be regarded as merely a convenient method of applying Laplace's theorem to special cases. It fails to give the limitations and must be used with caution when the function to be expanded is not single valued.
292.   Ex. 1.   What are the conditions that
may be spherical harmonics?   The first is always so, the second when A +B + (7=0.
Ex. 2.   Expand sin3 0 cos3 0 in Legendre's functions.
This is the same as p* if the axis of x be taken as the axis of reference. Now PS=i (5jP3 ~ 3p)5 hence ps - f P3=f p. The result is p3=|P3 + -f Pr
Ex. 3.   Expand sin2 0 sin 0 cos 0 + cos3 0 in Laplace's functions.
The result is Y1+r24- F8, where Y1=-£cos0, r2=sin20sin0cos0, 73=-|-(5cos30 -3cos0).
Ex.4.    Expand log (l + cosec-^0) in Legendre's functions.                 [Coll. Ex.]
The result is P0 + ^Px+$P2+£P3 +....
Ex. 5.   Prove by successive induction or otherwise the equalities
Ex. 6.   If       = SarPr and      f=SZ>SPS, prove that
Multiply the series by Pr and P8 respectively and integrate by parts between the limits ±1. The expansion of the mth differential coefficient of Pn is investigated in the Proceedings of the London Math. Soc. 1894.
Ex. 7.    If pK = aKPK-{-... + anPn+... prove that
(2n +1) IK
an      2?i + l/c-n-f2'       "*   2 ."476.. .(/c - u) . 1 . 3 . 5... 293.   Ex. 1.    The polar equation of a nearly spherical surface is
where /3 is a small quantity whose square can be neglected.   Prove the following results,
(1)    The volume is -f?m3 (1 + 3/370) and the surface is 4?ra2 (1 + 2/3 F0).
(2)    If rFj —Ax -h By + Gz, the coordinates of the centre of gravity of the volume
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